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Abstract—DDOS (Distributed Denial of Serv

found  to  be  one  of  the  leading menace o

in cloud computing Service. In denial  of  se

by  utilizing  bandwidth  or flood of network

restrict the access of original users. 

substantiation is necessary to  make a 

between original user  from illicit users, w

performed through strong cryptographic ve

a private server) or graphical Turing tests.

the IP address of that server, the attacker

all the right of entry over that applicatio

user out-of-the- way, where the substantiatio

is performed by Graphical Turing examinati

server, which is widely used to tell apart 

from robots through their retort. A CAPTC

of challenge-response test used in computin

the user whether he is human or not. Th

technique that we have related here requires t

enter  the  letters  of  a  prearranged  mys

sometimes with the addition of an prearrang

letters or digits that appears on the scree

reason behind this CAPTCHA to explore 

cloud computing network. In result the us

access to service without any stoppage. Beca

administered by a computer system, in oppo

standard Turing test that is controlled by

CAPTCHA is sometimes described as a

Graphical Turing test. This term is hazy bec

also mean a Turing test where the par

endeavoring to prove they are the computer. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud Computing services are nothing bu

resources and can utilized through intern

known word in top IT companies like Goo

develop  cloud  computing  system  and relat

customer. There are few impediments for us

cloud computing network as customer has to 

party for its confidential information. This 

know the most hot security issue in clo
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user to agree to 

 belief on third 

 study aims to 
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service. We will thrash out 

allied issues in cloud computing

A. Brief of cloud computing

It proffer high yield with less

Shortage in security is the chie

acceptance  of  cloud  computi

many  issues  like  sheltering info

consumption of resources and

certified user. The wide accep

along with the uncountable ben

offers 3 different kinds of services:

1. Software as a Service 
SaaS are applications over Inte

utilize these applications using 

intangible about the hardware an

and  simply  access  to  an interf

and from there he has  admittance  to 

functionalities. It’s dedicated to c

to this sort of services can be  Goo

2. Platform as a Service 
 

PaaS are paying attention to

applications or services online

manage  the  hardware  or  soft

also   a   solution  stack.  This s

cycle of the exploitation of app

design, implementation, testing, e

databases, etc. 

There are three characteristic po

1. Services  for  exploitati

of applications 

2. Multi-user architectu

extensibility. 

3. Collaborative tools. 

An case in point of these services
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ternet. As a rule the user can 

 a web- browser. Users are 
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face through a web browser 
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oogle Docs. 

n to the exploitation of 

e letting to the developer  

ftware necessary,  including  

service embraces all the life-

pplication or service such as 

exploitation, collarging with 

points in this services 

itation,  testing  and upholding 

ure, in other words 

ices is Google App engine. 



 

 

Figure 1: Architecture of Cloud Compu

 

3. Infrastructure as a Service 
These services are paying attention to offer

infrastructure. All the servers, connections, so

other   capital   are   offered   by   the provid

users see it like an entire infrastructure hosted

group. 

Cloud computing is simply a symbol for

User does not required knowledge, control

ownership in the computer infrastructure. 

access   the software and paying only for w

Advantage of cloud computing is big like Bro

access, Cost effectiveness, Rapid elasticit

services, On-Demand service, Resource pooli

independence, Reliability, Energy saving and 

global fact that everything in this  world  has  

well  as  disadvantage, cloud computing also s

some drawback like security & priva

Dependency, Availability, And Current

Applications Can't Be Migrated Easily. Co

security is major hurdle in wide acceptan

computing. User of cloud services are in fear o

security and availability issues. [2] 

 
B. Challenges for Cloud Computing 

 

1. Security 

2. Data Location and Privacy  

3. Internet Dependency and Perform

Latency  

4. Availability and Service Levels  

5. Not easy to migrate Current E

Applications  

User specific security requirements we can 

three major Levels. 

a. Application Level  

b. Virtual Level 

c. Physical Level 

Virtual Level: At this level user get

Infrastructure as a Service Platform as a Serv

users are Developer–moderator applies to 

organization that deploys software on a cloud i

The Security requirement of this level is Acc
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Impersonation, Traffic flow ana
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C. Distrib

uted 

denial 

of 

service 

attack 
A denial of service is characterized

attacker to prevent authenticate u

resources. An attacker may chall

and thus reduce a legitimate user’

to a specific system and a user pre

i) Impact of DDOS

ii) Direct Denial of

iii) Indirect Denial 

iv) Accounting Clo

 
D. DDOS Attack schemes 

The methods which are used for d

service attack are given below. 

1. Smurf-attack involves an attack

of Internet Control Message Prot

of   Internet   Protocol   broadcast a

2. SYN Flood attack is also k

Control Protocol  SYN attack, a

standard TCP Three-way handsha

not capable to process because o

gets overloaded [3]. 

3. UDP Flood attack is based o

producer services provided by m

The spy/attacker uses UDP pack

the echo service on one machin

service on another machine. Ther

of death attack Flood attack, Frag

attack used by attacker to initiate

On  the  other  side,Complete

Tests to Tell Computers and 

Graphical Turing Test. There a

based CAPTCHA’s are used wid

many attacks like Pixel-Count A

Optical Character recognisation

Vertical Segmentation .[4] 

 

E. CAPTCHAs and Turing

CAPTCHA technology has

called the Turing Test. Alan T

godfather of modern computing, 

examine whether or not machin

think -- like humans. The classic
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most computers on a network. 

kets to create connection to 
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re is another method like Ping 

aggle attack, buffer overflow 

itiate DDOS attack. 
letely Automated Public Turing 

 Humans Apart is used for 

are many OCR or Non-OCR 

dely but they are vulnerable to 

Attack, Recognition by using 

n , Dictionary Attack, and 

ing Test 
s its base in an experiment 

Turing, sometimes called the 

, proposed the test as a way to 

nes can think -- or appear to 

ic test is a game of mock. In 



 

 

this game, an interrogator asks two participants

questions. One of the participants is machine a

a human. The interrogator can't see or hear the p

has no way of deliberate which is which. If the

unable to find out which participant is a mac

the responses, the machine passes the Turing

CAPTCHA, the goal is to create a test that hu

easily but machines can't be. It is also mand

CAPTCHA application is able to prese

CAPTCHAs to different users. If a visual

presented a static image that was the same for

would not take long before a spammer spo

deciphered the letters, and programmed an app

in the right answer automatically. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED APPROACH

CAPTCHA can be developed using two ba

the root for the puzzle or tackle must be some

beyond the doubt tricky for computers to simplif

way puzzles and responses are processed ha

human users. The proposed method has been d

differentiate human users and computer progra

other by the same fact that human user have to

after solving  the  query  associated  with CAPT

implementation   .   The   query must be ve

computers to solve and comparatively easy for humans.

Algorithm for four-Tier Captcha 
Step1. Create Random Alphanumeric Code (Size

Create Image with less  noise containing that cod

Step3. Choose Random query related to code that

Enter only Digit’s. 

Step4. Put the mixture of code and query in Sess

Put CAPTCHA Image over the user interface 

with Query. 

Step6.make image based CAPTCHA Icon image

on background image 

Step7.Click on icon image which is located

background image 

Step8. Allow user to give input. 

Step9. inspect Input provided by user with value 

in session. 

Step10. If Input is correct: permit user to proceed

Delete the used CAPTCHA Image. 

Step11. If Input is Incorrect produce another 

CAPTCHA Image and give user restricted chance

 

The  programming  steps  for  the  Four-TIER 

algorithm are known with pseudo code Exe

screenshots as in follows: 

 

1. To start the session Create Web Applicati

Asp.Net software. 

2. For creation of random image Create 

to generate 
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Here We propose a new generati

that uses Query associated with 

CAPTCHA. We called it Four Tier

method CLAD node need to e

alphanumeric CAPTCHA code 

Query related to that CAPTC

human can give input accordi

software bots.  Third Image Based

placed  on  background  image,  f

image in the nested images  then

test. In this way we are proposi

The benefit of using FOUR-T

recognizable by human users and

FOUR- TIER CAPTCHA method

as used by many well known w

users type some keywords or cha

it is easy to learn and run by an

method makes it hard for boot pro

very secure. We can increase the

to improve its resistance agains

many queries, altering pattern 

application database. Like- 

1. Please give only Dig

2. Please give only Cha

3. Please give only Alp

4. Please give only f

shown in image.  

5. Please give the va

Name shown in ima

above are some sample of Query

CAPTCHA image  to  resist  it  

take care of the complexity of q

to solve CAPTCHA more hard 

these queries is difficult for the 

boot program required some abili

Four-Tier CAPTCHA. 

1. Computer program m

code shown in image

Recognisation based soft
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CAPTCHA image com
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CONCLUSION 

In this research paper, we give details 

Computing its Models threats and Security fl

distributed denial of service and its resolutio

TIER CAPTCHA.As we particular before, a goo

must not only to refuse to accept computer 

attacker use to pass graphical Turing Test but it

to be human gracious also. Our lately method

trouble-free for human user to answer these ques

only thing they must do is to provide the inpu

query fix with it, less time is required to answer

provide input easily and correct without any prob
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